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Employee Assistance Programs in the 
Public Transit Industry: Experience of 
Connecticut Transit and Some 
Concerns for the Future 

DAVID A. LEE 

.Employee A i tance Program (EAP ) provide a specific referral 
for employees whose deteriorating job performance warrant 
intervention , a well as a source of confidential, low-cost help for 
employees troubled by any type of per onal or family problem . 
Wi le pread concern about controlling workplace substance abuse 
and d1e adve-nc of drug testing of , afety-sensitive employees have 
focused much recent attention on the role of • APs. Alternative 
EAP models the role o[ union in planning EAP service con
sideration in program de ign thm impact cost and selection cri
teria are discussed . Three particular concern about the future 
role of EAP include the responsibility for determini.ng employ
ees' fitness for duty, the appro1 riateness of rehahilitat ion coun
seling in all instance · of employee miscondu t or po itive drug 
tests and the integrati n of EAP with company di ciplinary 
policies. 

There is a man-a bus driver-whose job performance 
has worsened markedly in recent weeks. He used to have 
excellent attendance; now he's been absent or tardy to 
the point that the company's attendance policy w uld 
pre cribe discipline. evcral uncbaracteristic complaint · 
about his rude behavior have been received from pa -
sengers, and his super isor notices how this u ually cheer
ful individual has lately become sullen and withdrawn. 

Another employee- let '. ay a woman supcrvisor
is ·1ruggling with devastating problems in h r per onal 
life our ide the office: an impending divorce, children in 
trouble at school, financial difficulties. So far, she has 
managed to keep her problems hidden from her cowork
ers. Each day, however, as they seem ever more over
whelming, these problems are becoming an almost constant 
distraction from her job. 

And there is a third employee-an otherwise depend
able, trouble-free individual-who just tested positive 
for alcohol or drugs in violation of your company's written 
policy. 

Employee A si · tance Program (EAPs) exist precisely for 
people. uch as the ·e. In the fir c case, EAPs provide super
vi: r · with a specific point of referral for empl yee who e 
job perf rmance wammts intervention. upervisors are trained 
t deal only with an employe ' actual job p rformance. When 
performanc deteriorate , referral to the EAP may be com
bined with , or ubstitutcd for normal progressive discipline. 
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The objective is to relieve supervisors from having to diagnose 
the complex and highly per onal problems that may troub.le 
employees on the job. 

In the second case, the EAP provides a credible point of 
contact for employees or their family members eeking help 
on a confidential low-cost ba is. Clearly, the greatest strength 
of a successful EAP is the ability to help employees before 
problems in their lives translate into performance problems 
in the workplace. 

Situations like the third case have recently given the greatest 
impetu to establishing EAPs in the safety-con ciou public 
tran it industry. The advent of .fed ral regulations mandating 
a drug-free workplace and possible urinaly is te ting of tran it 
employees national concern about substance abuse through
out ociety , universal adoption by public tran it operators of 
strict (albeit varying) rules prohibiting drugs a11d alcohol and 
other factor have focused particular attention on the role of 
EAPs in facilitating the rehabilitation of drug- or alcohol
dependent employees (L 2). 

This paper will outline the development of EAPs in the 
public tran ·it environment, on the basis of actual experience 
at Connecticut Transit. Variou related issues including the 
role of unions and specific considerations for management in 
developing an EAP, will al o be examined. Finally 'Orne 
pecific concern about future roles for EAP will be dis

cussed. onnecticut Transit i the principal operator f public 
bus service in the Hartford, New Haven, and Stamford urban
ized areas under contract from the Connecticut Department 
of Tran portation . The ystem which employs more than 800 
bus perators mechanics , and office taff in its three division , 
operates nearly 300 buses in peak-hour ervice. 

TYPES OF EAPs 

UMTA' recent implementation guidelines for anti-drug pro
gram in mass transit define the EAP a 'a program provided 
directly by an employer or through a contracted ·ervice pro
vider. to ass ist employee in dealing with drug or alcohol 
dependency or other per onal problem " (J). However this 
definition barely begin to de cribe the variety of available 
EAP models. There is no generic EAP. 

At Connecticut Transit, the EAP has evolved considerably 
during the past 15 years from what was originally a self-help 
group of employees concerned with alcoholism recovery to a 
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broad-brush program u ing the service of a professional out-
ide contractor. Most employers customize the EAP to suit 

their particular workforce anci thP constraints of policy and 
budget. Thi · paper cover broad-brush EAPs that can assist 
employees with any type f personal r family problem 
(including, but by no means limited to , ub tance abuse), as 
opposed to programs that erve only a particular type of 
problem such a alcoholj m recovery . 

The broad-brush approach is specially important for two 
reason . First, it encourage referral · based on job perfor
mance only, and not a supervisor's unprofe .ional diagnosis 
of underlying cause . econd, it recognize. that per ·onal prob
lems can be manifold and that an individual' principal pre
senting problem may actuully reflect other factors . (For exam
ple, il has be n quite common for individuals to access th 
EAP for marital prob! m that are actually due to a . pouse' 
alcohol or drug abu ·e.) Problems that are typically pre ented 
to the E AP, in addition to substance abu e , include marital 
and relationship problems, difficulti with children r aged 
re latives, financial and legal wol'ries . emoti nal difficulli s, 
compulsive gambling disabling phobia. , eat ing and weight 
disorder , and other per onal and famil crises. 

An EAP can be implemented in-house or with an outside 
provider. In-house progra ms can be highly formalized, with 
full-time staff em1 loyed by the company, r informal, with 
interested employees imply acting as facilitator to direct 
coworkers to counseling and treatment resources within the 
community . Formal in-house programs are usuall 1 suitable 
only for the largest organizations , given the co. t to employ 
staff, although they can be highly effective. Informal programs 
are effective only to the extent that individuals with problems 
are willing to confide in a fellow employe . 

EAP · with an outside provider can range from using United 
Way agencies to service particular types of problem to the 
formally contracted as essment and referral type of program 
impleme nte d at onnecticut Transit. Another common 
arrangement is to use a preferred provider. In these cases, 
an outside counseling firm or treatment center assists a com
pany's emp.loyees on a reduced fee-for-service ba is, u ing the 
EAP as a dient finder and in tum providing management 
with a profe · ·iom1I referra l for troubled employee . . 

REASONS FOR EAPs 

Drug testing of transit workers and other initiatives to curb 
workplace substance abuse have undoubtedly purred oper
ators nationwide to implement or expand EAPs. Although 
th y ullimately stepped back from requiJing - AP even the 
19 8 UM'fA regulation ,n drug te ting (2) recognized that 
'. . . many organization have found EAP to be cost

effective clement. of successful anti-drug program . 
The most obviou reason to have EAP is . imply that the 

co t of helping people solve per onal and family problems i 
Jes than the co t U1ose same problems left untreated , ex tract 
from employer because of a poorer job performance. A widely 
accepted rul of thumb is that untreated problems in an aver
age workforce cost the employer 2 to 3 percent of the total 
payroll just in terms of n nproductive time. According to one 
recent study troubled employee are l6 times more likely to 
be ab ent from work 2 tjmes as likely to leave work ea rly, 3 
time as likely to arrive late use one-third more ick leave 
and insurance benefits, have 4 times as many accidents, and 
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file 5 times as many claims for worker's compensation than 
workers generally ( 4). 

Moreover, the EAP plays a critical role in preventing 
employees' problems from becoming major crises in the work
place. Once a serious accident has occurred or an employee 
has reached the discharge step in an absenteeism policy, it is 
simpi'y too late to find out that the underlying cause was a 
per onal problem that could have been treated earlier. Again. 
in an average workforce the generally accepted rule of thumb 
is that 1 out of every 10 employees has a personal or family 
problem serious enough to affect job performance. Similarly, 
a recent survey revealed that 88 percent of the chief executive 
officers of major U .S. corporations view drug abuse in society 
as a significant problem, and nearly one in four surveyed 
answered that drug abuse is a very significant problem within 
their companies (5,6). 

Whether mdividual are directed to the EAP by their super
visors or come voluntarily , EAP can provide early inte rven
tion in resolving pr blem that, over time, can bee me 
increasingly debilitating. In this context, the broad-brush EAP 
approach is specially important . Except for the obvious and 
unique effect of chemical impairment on performance, all 
types of personal problems are manifested in similar ways on 
the job , uch a absenteeism, di traction causing accidents 
and errors, and per. onaliiy cha.ng s affecting re lationships 
and attitudes. Obviou ly ubstance abu e in the workplace 
involves special concerns ab ut law violations, regulatory 
complianc , and the employer's public image. On Lhe other 
hand an inattentive employee is no more prone to cau ing 
accident because he or sh i wonderi.ng where to score drugs 
than if the di traction is because of w rry about a marital 
crisis. 

Having an EAP also help · to make credible a company's 
di ciplinary policies-to employees, to the union, and to an 
arbitrator. Even when an employee is terminated for unsat
isfactory performance, excessive absenteeism, or accidents on 
the job, arl>itrators are loath t·o uphold the discharge if the 
root cau e is a per onal proble m that might be remedied by 
counseling and treatment. Thi concern i magnified in tales 
where alco.ho.lism and drug addiction ar con idered ha ndi
caps , giving added protection under antidiscrimination stat
utes to employee who might otherwise be discharged for 
misconduct. Having an E/\.P available ensures that individuals 
whose personal problems result in poor performance are per
forming poorly in spite o f the employer's best efforts to offer 
help. Often company policies specifica)ly provide referral to 
the EAP as ne option (or even as a formal step) in a pr cess 
of progressive di cipline. 

At Connecticut Transit, the EAP is an integral element of 
policies regarding drugs and alcohol and off-duty arrest on 
drug- or alcohol-related charges . Although certain types of 
misconduct are considered automatic grounds for di charge 
(e.g., operating a revenue vehicle when alcohol intoxication 
is above the legal limit or selling an illegal drug on company 
premises) , other circumstances can result in referral to the 
EAP in lieu of (or in addition to) normal discipline. The strong 
commitment to provide a low-cost, confidential source of help 
for employees' problems clearly has helped to make these 
necessary policies credible to employees and their union 
representatives. 

According to a 1987 report by the American Public Transit 
Association (APT A) Task Force on Drug and Alcohol Abuse, 
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EAPs are widely, but not yet universally, used by public tran
sit operators. Although pioneer EAPs have existed for transit 
systems for more than a quarter-century, and although EAPs 
in some form were used by up to two-thirds of the respondents 
to an APTA survey, the Task Force nevertheless concluded 
(7,8) that "even today many transit properties do not have 
[EAPs] to deal with troubled employees." Reporting the results 
of a survey among Fortune 1,000 companies nationwide, 
Bradley Googins of Boston University (5) concluded: 

In most corporations with 1111 EAP, there are till pockets of 
untrained supcrvi or . uninformt:d employees, and uncovered 
ites. Many El\Ps ex ist on paper only. Other~ have barely 
cra tehed the surface of the alcohol and drug problem and ar 

still on the periphery of the organization. 

THE EXPERIENCE OF CONNECTICUT TRANSIT 

Since the program began in 1987, nearly 200 individuals have 
used Connecticut Transit's EAP services. This annualized uti
lization rate of approximately 7 .5 percent demonstrates that 
the program has been well received by employees and their 
family members. Normally, a utilization rate of 5 percent for 
an EAP is considered good. 

Over time, the percentage of self-referrals has increased 
significantly to the point that company referrals due to job 
performance problems represent only about one-third of all 
EAP contacts. This is probably the best indicator that the 
program has been communicated effectively to employees as 
a genuinely credible, caring, and confidential source of help 
for problems outside the workplace. 

Although substance abuse has historically been the most 
common problem of employees accessing the EAP, it repre
sents the primary problem in less than half of all cases. Mar
ital, family, and other relationship problems account for the 
next largest number of EAP contacts. These data confirm that 
the program has been successfully developed as a broad-brush 
resource for addressing any type of personal or family prob
lem, and at least one recent study confirms the experience of 
Connecticut Transit as typical of many EAPs nationally (9) . 

About one-fourth of the cases were effectively resolved by 
the EAP without need for additional referral. A lesser number 
of cases were presented to the EAP in crisis, resulting in imme
diate referral for inpatient treatment. Over the past 3 years, 
nearly three-quarters of the cases closed indicated improvement 
or resolution of the problems originally presented. 

ISSUES TO CONSIDER IN PLANNING AN EAP 

The current EAP at Connecticut Transit evolved over several 
years. In effect , the ucce s of the originally informal , no-cost 
approach dernonstrat cl tlle need for a more formal, broad
ened, and enhanced program. In most communities, a variety 
of firms now offer EAP services. To select the program best 
suited to the needs of a particular workforce, several specific 
considerations should be weighed carefully (10-12). 

EAPs like that at Connecticut Transit are usually contracted 
on the basis of an annual cost per employee. Cost, in turn , 
is mainly a function of three important variables: 

• Services offered, 
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• Training and other management services , and 
• Onsite services . 

Services Offered 

The EAP at Connecticut Transit is an assessment and referral 
model under which three initial counseling and assessment 
sessions are provided free of charge as part of the EAP con
tract. As indicated, many individuals are able to resolve their 
problem during the e es ions . (S me EAP models provide 
up to eight initial ses ion .) Employees who require longer 
term coun eling or inpatient treatment are referred to oth r 
providers in the community . Some EAP will provide long
term counseling directly at reduced , preferred provider ra te . 
Other firms prefer to limit their services to assessment and 
referral only and will not refer clients to themselves . In plan
ning an EAP, the ext nt of actual counseling service to be 
offered and the number of free sessions to be provided under 
the basic EAP contract will have the greatest impact on cost. 

One concern about preferred provider arrangements is the 
almost inevitable conflict of interest that may arise because 
of the EAP's role as both referrer and referral. At Connecticut 
Transit, this problem has been avoided by using an assessment/ 
referral EAP model. Significantly, however, the problem per
sists for some employees who have elected HMO coverage 
in lieu of conventional indemnity medical insurance. In many 
cases, HMOs are less willing to accept members' referral for 
costly inpatient treatment for chemical dependency. Instead, 
HMOs are more likely to encourage the sometimes inappro
priate outpatient counseling that can be provided more 
inexpensively by the HMO's own staff. 

Training and Other Management Services 

Most EAPs emphasize supervisory training and employee ori
entation as integral elements of the program. An important 
consideration, therefore , is how much training will be pro
vided and to whom. Supervisory training is usually focused 
on three areas: (a) familiarizing staff with the overall program, 
(b) increasing awareness of how employee problems affect 
job performance and overcoming enabling of undesirable 
behaviors, and (c) providing practical guidance on how to 
handle employee problems in the workplace and how to use 
the EAP as a management tool. Training is typically provided 
to all supervisory employees in 2- to 8-hr sessions with up to 
25 participants. EAP providers can also conduct other types 
of specialized training work ·hop (e.g., stop smoking cam
paigns, employee wellness, and tress management seminars) 
at additional cost. 

Finally, many EAP firms will assist in developing policies 
and procedures on a consulting basis with transit manage
ment. Many firms will also assist in publicizing EAP services 
to employees through methods such as brochures, posters, 
notices, paycheck stuffers, and orientation videos. These ser
vices may be highly desirable to employers who do not have 
formal drug and alcohol policies already in place. 

Onsite Services 

A third factor that greatly influences the cost of a contracted, 
broad-brush EAP is the extent of services to be provided at 
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the employer's worksite. At onuecticut Transit, having the 
E AP keep office h ur on the premi ·es did n t prove to be 
cost-effective. However, E/\P representatives d perforrn 
periodic walk-th roughs at each of the division atte nd uni n 
meetings, and meet from time to time with managers and 
supervisors. 

Two other consideration· in planning an EAP are who hould 
be covered and how employees wiJI pay for long-term coun
seling or treatment ·ervice . The onnecticut T ransit AP 
specifically covers all employees and members of their imme
diate families . Many personal problems tha.t affect job perfor
mance are actuall y family problems. The employee whose 
spouse i alcoholic may uffer attendance problem and dis
tractions on the job no less than tl1e employee who is him elf 
or herself alcoholic. Likewis when an · mployee's job perfor
mance suffers due to marital discord or difficulties with chil
dren counseling for th entire fam ily may be recommended. 
The principa l focus of onnecticutTransit' current-year EAP 
campaign is pecifica lly designed to increase the involvement 
of employees famil ies through direct mailings to their homes. 
Again, in our experience , family and relationship problems 
(including problem · with ch ildren and aged relatives marital 
ditficulties, and family stresses due to health legal, or finan
cial problems) affect the majority of individuals who contact 
the EAP. 

In designing an EAP it is also important to review existing 
medical in urance coverages to determine what the employ
ee's re ponsibility will be to pay a deductib.le and a percentage 
of counseling co t after the initial no-co ta es ment period . 
The full cost of inpatient treatment for alcoholi m r drug 
addicLion is usually covered on lhe ame ba i · as hospitali
zation for any illness. However counseling and outpatient 
ervices are le likely to be covered in full by indemnity 

insurance or HMO plan . At Connecticut Transit, it wa. spe
cially important to have the EAP work directly with employ· 
ee ' health insurance and HMO repre. entative in determin
ing coverage for follow-up counseling services to preserve 
confidt:ntiality. 

THE ROLE OF THE UNION 

Every employer has a different organizational culture regard
ing the union's role in establishing an EAP. In some com
panie -, the EAP is a form ally negotiated fringe benefit for 
which the union takes credit with employees and expect 
t play some direct, continuing role. Elsewhere, the EAP 
is established as part of a negotiated policy on alcohol and 
drug abuse, and thus is less likely to emphasize broad-brush 
services. 

In general , unions were historically suspicious of EAPs for 
three reasons: 

1. Unions were rightfully concerned that the c nfidentiality 
of employee wh acces the EAP voluntarily be protected, 

2. Unfons were concernect tlrnt· ·AP were rea lly a first 
tep towards more stringent drug and alcohol policies and 

po sible random testing of employees , and 
3. Unions saw EAP · as encouraging employees to bring 

their workplace and per onal problems to someone other than 
the union itself. 
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On the other hand, union leaders increasingly acknowledge 
their own co,ncems about drug and alcohol abuse in an indu -
try that is historically held by law to maintain the highest 
standard of public and employe safety. ln many ca es. the 
availability of EAP service makes possible the rehabilitation 
o'f a troubled employee before deteriorating job performance 
trigger di. cipline and the cost of prosecuting a grievance 
arbitration . Not ·urpri ingly the Amalgamated Transit Union 
model agreement on drug testing pecifically requires the 
establishment of EAP services for all employees. 

At Connecticut Transit , the EAP has been effectively char
acterized as an employee-sponsored program that has the 
support of both the union and management. Ac mpany-wide 
EAP steering committee, with representative from local EAP 
committees in each di vi ion, coordinates the overall program. 
This approach is strongly recommended to help make EAPs 
credible to employees and their union . In turn, it has been 
very beneficial to have an EAP in place at Connecticut Transit 
before strengthening the company's rules and procedures for 
controlling drug and alcohol abuse. 

The EAP steering committee at Connecticut Transit has 
also proven to be highly effective in keeping the EA P sepa
rated from both the union and management. ommittee 
members have !ea rly embrac d their roles as representing 
the interests of those employee who benefit from EAP se r
vices while recognizing that the EAP necessarily exists within 
the context of company policies and procedures, state statutes, 
and federal regulations . 

SELECTING AN EAP PROVIDER 

National concern for controlling workplace ub tance abu e 
has accele rated the proliferation of pro pective EAP provid
er . One firm has fran chi ed over 40 centers in nine states. 
Many hospitals, HMO , tTeatment centers and group coun
seling practice have expanded to offer EAP-type services. ln 
fact, EAPs a re typically unregulated , and aim st any firm can 
declare it elf to be an E AP provider. One of the principal 
profe sional membership organizations for E AP practition
ers , the E mployee As i tance Society of North America ha 
only recently adopted draft tandards for EAP accreditation , 
and even th se voluntary tandard will not become effective 
until mid-1990 (9,13,14). 

Unfortunately, the marketplace has spawned a number of 
firms representing themselves to be EAP specialists who are 
actually more experienced in management con. ulting and the 
sale of training aid , with counseling services provided only 
on an incidental basis by ubcontractor -. Selecting an AP 
firm thu require great care. By inv lving employee and , 
as necessary the uni n) in the selection both the process and 
the selected EAP contractor are made more credible. 

On the basis of experience at Connecticut Transit, the fol
lowing key issues should be considered in evaluating proposals 
from pro µect ive EAP firms: 

• Corporate references, 
•Staff resumes, 
•Referrals, 
• Flexibility of training, 
• Follow-up, and 
• Emergency services. 
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Corporate References 

Checking corporate references is by far the most important 
step, although it is also the easiest to overlook. Ask each 
prospective firm to submit the names and telephone numbers 
of people to contact for specific information about their work 
for other employers. Check all references, specially those for 
major corporations in your community. Instances occurred in 
Connecticut in which large employers were listed as clients 
when, in fact, they had worked with the EAP only on an 
incidental basis several years earlier. Ask specifically for a 
description of the EAP services provided, utilization statistics, 
the nature and extent of staff training provided under the 
EAP contract, cost, and other comments about the contrac
tor's performance. EAP services are necessarily highly per
sonalized. It is therefore essential to speak with references 
who have first-hand experience with the prospective EAP firm 
and also with the individual counselors and EAP contract 
manager that are being proposed for your company. 

Staff Resumes 

Just as important as the corporate references of an EAP are 
the individual qualifications of its staff who will serve your 
employees. Ask each prospective firm to submit curricula 
vitae for the staff who will actually be involved in counseling 
your employees, not just for the firm's principals. This is also 
a useful technique to identify firms that intend primarily to 
farm out clinical assessment and counseling to subcontractors. 
A sound general policy is to choose an EAP firm based on 
its clinicians, not its salesmen or its chief executive. 

However, because many good firms do subcontract with 
individual practitioners, it is important to establish how coun
selors are selected and to review their credentials as part of 
the selection process. Note the counselors' professional affil
iations and whether they have current clinical certifications. 
Also note the breadth of actual counseling experience in such 
areas as inpatient chemical dependency treatment, outpatient 
counseling, family therapy, and work with children and ado
lescents. Some practitioners bring a broad background of clin
ical experience to the EAP, whereas others may simply be 
attempting to supplement a private practice that specializes, 
for example, in marriage counseling. 

Referrals 

Ask prospective firms to list the treatment centers and other 
community resources to whom they normally refer patients 
with different types of problems. This is an especially impor
tant consideration if, as was the case at Connecticut Transit, 
an employer already has good working relationships with par
ticular inpatient treatment centers . Also ask prospective firms 
how they would handle special referrals-for example, a non
English-speaking employee or an individual who has minimal 
financial resources to pay for outpatient counseling. 

Flexibility of Training 

How flexible is the EAP provider to customize supervisory 
training, employee orientation, and other programs within 
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the c st of your ba ic EAP contract? To what extent will the 
firm tailor its programs to meet particular client needs? Some 
firms use essentially the same canned program for all employ
ers and charge extra for adaptations. Other · will work closely 
with each client to identify needs and prepare specialized 
training needs. 

This concern also applies to the publicizing of EAP services 
and orientation of employees. At Connecticut Transit, it has 
been extremely helpful to have EAP representative attend 
union meetings and make periodic walk-throughs at each of 
our facilities. EAP coun elor have ridd n bu. es and visited 
the maintenance shops to experience first hand the work 
environment of our employees. 

Follow-Up 

Once an employee has been referred for counseling or inpa
tient treatment, what follow-up is provided by th EAP firm? 
In many respects, aftercare monitoring is as important as the 
initial treatment. Thus, in selecting the provider for Con
necticut Transit, the commitment to follow up within the 
overall contract was considered an important criterion. 

Emergency Services 

Most EAPs provide a 24-hr telephone number for employees 
and family members to call. However, at least during off
hours, this number is usually only an answering service that 
will forward messages to a counselor. An important consid
eration is how quickly the EAP can respond in an emergency, 
such as when an employee is in the supervisor's office and 
needs to be evaluated for treatment immediately. Although 
few EAPs will ever admit that their services might be unavail
able in an emergency, it is important during the evaluation 
and selection process to be ensured of the firm's commitment 
to provide whatever help is needed at any hour of the day or 
night. 

FUTURE ISSUES 

As discussed, the advent of drug testing for safety-sensitive 
employees has been an impetus for transit systems to establish 
EAPs. At the same time, however, the evolving context in 
which transit systems expect EAPs to function has created 
tensions that challenge the basic relationships between EAPs, 
the employers who pay contract costs, and employees who 
use EAP services. Three concerns in particular warrant special 
attention. 

Fitness for Duty Evaluations 

In general, EAPs will neither perform, nor attempt to sub
stitute for functions that hould properly be performed only 
by a medical doctor. In particular, these include collecting 
urine or blood samples for testing, determining whether an 
individual is or was physically impaired on the job, and, most 
sensitive of all, determining whether an individual is fit to 
return to duty following medical treatment. 
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In the ca e of employees wbo are specifically recommended 
for inpatient treatment and detoxification for alcohol or drug 
addiction, the treating pby icians normally m11ke the re.quired 
determination of an employee's fitness for duty . ln many 
cases however the problems employees bring to the EAP 
are nonmedical. EAPs usually request (and, in the case of 
supervi ory referral, employers usually require) employees to 
sign a waiver that allows the EAP to communicate pecific 
information back t the employer, such as whether the employee 
completed a recommended treatment. Again, however, it test 
the limits of an EAP' legal and ethical bounds to expect its 
staff to state definitively that an employee i fit or not fit to 
work. Such a role also impinges on the critical three-way 
relationship between EAP , employers and employe s. There 
i at least a potential conflict of interest if the pronouncement 
of an individual' fitne s or nonfitnes for duty becomes a 
matter of contention between the parties (not to mention an 
issue of legal liability). 

Once the medical review officer or other medical authority 
ha. made a firnes -for-duty determination, the EAP can play 
an important role in assi ting employees' reintegration to the 
workplace and monitoring follow-up ervices. The EAP may 
also be called upon to periodically reas es employees who 
have returned to work following lreatment for ubstance abuse 
or other problems. 

Rehabilitating Employees 

Company drug and alcohol policie often provide referral to 
the EAP in lieu of (or in combination with) progressive dis
cipline for misconduct that does not warrant immediate dis
charge. For example, under various circumstance , the policy 
at Connecticut Transit would allow management to refer to 
the EAP for evaluation and referral an employee who te ted 
positive for a controlled ubstance. Certainly, unions have 
argued Lbat all employees who te t positive for drugs hould 
h give.n at least one opportunity for rehabilitation through 
the EAP before their employment is terminated. 

The notion that EAPs can perform a rehabilitative function 
in every instance of employee misconduct or substance abuse 
not only is doubtful, but potentially undermines both the 
purpose of the EAP and the normal disciplinary process of 
the employer. indeed, the more often that referrals to the 
EAP are based on any criteria other than the employee's 
overall job performance, the less likely it is that the EAP can 
perform an appropriate rehabilitative role. 

The experience at Connecticut Transit and elsewhere indi
cates that the root cause of an employee' mea urable, dete
riorating job performance can be sub tantially addre s d , and 
often ameliorated, by intervention of the EAP. However 
when EAP referral i triggered by a single act of misconduct 
(e.g., an employee caught smoking marijuana or drinking 
beer on a lunch break) or worse, where referral is triggered 
solely by the positive result of a raid m urinaly ·i · test 
rehabilitation through the EAP may not be appropriate. 

Proponents of extending rehabilitation services in all ca cs 
argue that alcoholism and drug addiction are illnesses that 
warrant treatment, not discipline. Yet many people who use 
alcohol and drug are not chemica!Iy dependent. As the 
screening process becomes more random and indiscriminate, 
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the likelihood increases that employees who test positive will 
not be addicts or alcoholics, but simply irresponsible individ
uals. Just as EAP referral is not necessa1ily appropriate in 
every instance of employee misconduct, neither does the EAP 
necessarily have a rehabilitative role to play for every employee 
whose urine test is positive. 

However, EAPs do play a vital role in assessing the nature 
of individuals' underlying problems, the appropriateness of 
further counseling or treatment, and the individual's recep
tivity to accept intervention. As such, referral to the EAP 
may still be warranted in every instance where employees' 
urinalysis tests are positive, although the EAP's assessment 
in individual cases may be that rehabilitative counseling and 
treatment are unwarranted. 

The EAP as Discipline 

The preceding section of this paper have referred frequently 
to the use of EAPs in conjunction with progre ive di cipline. 
However, it is vital that referral to the EAP not be perceived 
either by employees or upervi or a a form of puni ·hmenr 
(comparable, perhaps to a student's being sent to the principal' 
office for mi behaving i.n sch ol). 

Rehabilitation through any EAP demands the employee's 
full cooperation. Vigorou denial that a problem even exists 
is typical behavior of chemically dependent individuals, and 
most people are naturally reluctant to discuss personal affairs 
or admit that they canno1 contr I pers nal problems. A such, 
gaining employees ' trust, overcoming denial, and confronting 
unplea ant realities constructively are primary objectives of 
an EAP coun,elor. Thi already delicate relationship is under· 
mined to the extent that employees see their referral to the 
EAP as a fonn of puni. hment, rather than a caring and con
structive alternative to conventional di cipline. In many 
in tance , thi subtle distinction i · conveyed by the upervi
sor's manner and choice of words at the time of an employee' 
referral - hence th· strong empha. i on supervisory training 
that · integral to mo t EAPs. 

Similarly overly identifying the EAP with drug testing 
undermines its other broad-brush functions. At onnecticut 
Transit, special efforts have been made to clarify this role and 
to en ure that different individuals are involved in the general 
coun eling and referral of troubl.ed employee and the specific 
a. essment of employees who fail a urinalysis drug test. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Although the wide. pread national c ncern over workplace 
substance abuse has accelerated the implementation of EAP , 
special care must be exercised to ensure that local programs 
are effectively tailored to the individual needs of each employer 
and workforce. EAPs can play a vital role as part of company 
policies to pr bibit alcohol and drugs from the workplace, 
but their limitations mu t als be recognized. AP hould 
not supplant the role of a company physician to make indi
v.idltal determjnarions of fitness for duty· rehabilitation through 
the EA'P i not necessarily appropriat in every in tance of 
employee mi ·conduct; and integrating • APs with di ciplinary 
policie · risks the perception that referral to the AP is a form 
of punishment. 
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